From a Davenport-Hasse identity of Gauss sums we will deduce identities of hyper-Kloosterman sums. Using this identity the theory of Kloosterman sheaves and equidistribution of hyper-Kloosterman sums can be applied to the exponential sum X x mod q e bx + cx k q
for some large k, where q = p a with a 1, and b and c are relatively prime to prime p. Using bounds of hyper-Kloosterman sums by Deligne, Katz, D abrowski, and Fisher we then deduce new estimates of the above exponential sum. Our bounds can not be obtained by traditional methods as our k may reach the order of q.
Davenport-Hasse identities of Gauss sums.
Davenport and Hasse established an identity of Gauss sums in 3]. Let p be an odd prime and m > 1 a divisor of p?1. Let be a rami ed character of order m on the multiplicative group Q p of the p-adic eld Q p . Here by being rami ed we mean that it is nontrivial on R p ; the order of is by de nition the smallest positive integer m such that m = 1. Then we know that the conductor exponent of , denoted by a( ), is equal to 1. Let be Y. Ye an additive character of Q p whose order is 0. Here the order of an additive character ', denoted by n('), is the largest integer n such that the character ' is trivial on p ?n R p . Let be any rami ed multiplicative character on Q p satisfying a( ) = a( ) = = a( m?1 ) = 1:
Then the Davenport-Hasse identity of Gauss sums over the nite eld F I p can be written as (m m )" m ; ; dx " ; ; dx " m?1 ; ; dx = " ; ; dx " ; ; dx " m?1 ; ; dx :
Here for a nontrivial additive character the "-factor is de ned as
where dx is a Haar measure on Q p normalized by volume(R p ) = 1. We point out that in (1) the conductor exponent a( ) of the character has to be 1. In order to have a Davenport-Hasse identity over the p-adic eld Q p we have to consider the case of a( ) = a > 1. In Ye 12] where q = p a .
Identities of exponential sums.
We write e(x) = e 2 ix . For a multiplicative character modulo an odd integer c > 1 we denote the Gauss sum by From the original Davenport-Hasse identity in (1) we will deduce in Section 3 the following identity between a hyper-Kloosterman sum with character and an exponential sum. We note that the exponential sums on the left side of identities in Theorems 2, 3, and 4 are all hyper-Kloosterman sums. Hyper-Kloosterman sums over a nite eld, like the one in Theorem 2, are studied extensively by Deligne 4] Finally let us go back to Theorem 3. As we remarked earlier the character m(m?1)=2 is trivial when m is odd. Consequently identities in (6) and (7) imply that In this section we prove Theorem 1. The proof of the identity in (3), which holds for any m greater than 1 and less than p, not necessarily dividing p?1, is similar and can be found in Ye 12] . Let be a rami ed multiplicative character of Q p with conductor exponent a( ) = a > 1 and let be a We will show that the Mellin transformations of the two sides of (16) Note that when m is even the above Jacobi symbol is a multiplicative character of z with conductor exponent equal to 1, because p is odd. Consequently when is unrami ed or when is rami ed with a( ) 6 = a, the product of this Jacobi symbol and ?1 is either unrami ed or is rami ed with conductor exponent not equal to a, because a > 1. From this observation and the fact that a > 1 we can see that both sides of (22) vanishes when is unrami ed or when is rami ed with a( ) 6 = a. Therefore (22) holds for any multiplicative character . By the Fourier inversion formula we prove (20) and Theorem 3.
Q.E.D.
